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CHAPTER I  INTRODUCTION    
India is a country that is abundantly investigated and noticed one and is prompting stand on the tip of the financial power. India is a 
nation of adolescents, as considered by UN, which is taking the pathway of the economy to the fantasies of incredible pioneers, 
which was to make India an economy of develop roots with better financial strength .Such a condition will be felt as the perceptual 
error, in the event that one looks on the development of the genuine wages of the laborers alongside the development of that is found 
in the GDP of the country which has expanded to roughly 4-folds. As Indian work market is particularly casual and is described 
asmarket with undeniable degree of division what isolates the specialists into various levels  
 
DEFINITION:  
 As per Cascio (1995) the "Compensation incorporates direct money installments and backhanded installments in type of workers 
advantages and impetuses to spur representatives to take a stab at more elevated levels of usefulness". As per Milkovitch and New-
man (2005) the "Compensation is all types of monetary returns, unmistakable administrations and advantages representatives get as 
a feature of a business relationship." The expression "monetary returns" alludes to a person's base compensation, just as short-and 
long haul motivating forces. "Unmistakable administrations and advantages" are such things as protection, paid excursion and days 
off, annuity plans, and representative limits.  
 
COMPONENTS OF COMPENSATION:  
The components of a compensation system include (hr-guide, 2014)  
 
JOB DESCRIPTIONS:  
The normal arrangement of duties is the made commitments, limits, commitments, necessities, conditions, environment, region and 
various parts of occupations  
 
JOB ANALYSIS :  
 The process of analyzing the job is job analysis and job descriptions are also developed from it. Job analysis techniques include the 
use of interviews, questionnaires, and observation.  
 
JOB EVALUATION :  
It is a process of comparing jobs for the determining adequate compensation for individual jobs or job elements.  
 
PAY STRUCTURES:  
 The pay structure includes the several grades and each grade containing a minimum salary, increments and grade range.  
 
SALARY SURVEYS :  
It is an assortment of review of pay and market information and furthermore incorporates expansion pointers, normal pay rates, typi-
cal cost for basic items markers, compensation spending midpoints.   
 
POLICIES AND REGULATIONS:  
Compensation should be as reasonable on the off chance that it is contained the arrangement of segments to create and keep up in-
side and outer value in association.  
 
OBJECTIVES:  
1.To comprehend the key compensation and advantages trends across areas in the Indian market   
2.To give a reference viewpoint to the compensation trends  
 
SOURCES OF DATA:  
•Secondary Sources of Data: 
In the words of Kerlinger, “A secondary source is an account or record of an historical event or circumstance one or more steps re-
moved from an original history.”Secondary sources are the reports of a person who relates the testimony of actual witness of, or 
participant in an event. The writer of the secondary source who was not on the scene of the event.  
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SCOPE:  
•IT industry in india has been one of the most significantgrowth contributors for the Indian economy.   
•The industry has played a significant role in transformingIndia’s image from a bureaucratic economy to a land of innovative entre-
preneurs with world class technology solutions.  
•The industry has significantly contributed to the GDP, foreign exchange earnings and employment generation.  
 
FACTORS AFFECTING EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION :  
•  External and Internal Determinants of Compensation  
• Labour Market Conditions: ...  
• Economic Conditions: ...  
• Prevailing Wage Level: ...  
• Government Control: ...  
• Cost of Living:  
                                              
CHAPTER II  
REVIEW OF LITERATURE  
 In this an attempt has been made to review the existing literature on various dimensions of employee. It is very much needed to 
review existing literature before framing objectives of the study.  
1.(Vijay, 2016) Director, Invenio Business solutions in his article“Times of India”titled “The IT professional trade off “ Analyzing 
the career traction tradeoffs from a different perspective provide professionals an opportunity to showcase their business acumen. 
He observed that experienced IT professionals who now perceive IT consulting as the preferred career path. He also observed that 
Potential candidates from established firms apply with an anticipation of landing a larger role within the organization and having a 
bigger scope of work.According to him India will be a hot bed for talent in the years to come.  
2.(Sunita Shukla, 2016) In their research article they pointed out that tomeet the unique need of the organization, retention policies 
to be kept in mind. The researcher has concluded that employee friendly policies and systems and other innovative methods of em-
ployee welfare programs are must to retain the employees and minimize attrition. In her research she pointed out that transparent 
and fare appraisal system is the first rank and need to looked into  
3.(Yongqiang 2015) in their survey the influence of collectivist humanresource management practices on team-level identification 
collecting empirical data from firms in different regions of China, we found that the collectivism-oriented HRM approach has a pos-
itive effect on employees' team-level relational identification  
4.(Srinivas P S, 2015) in their research paper published in Journal ofhealth research and reviews in 2015 “ IT professionals are sub-
jected to high level of stress which affects their mental health by doing yoga job anxiety and perceived stress modifiable in Indian IT 
professionals has reduced .   
5.(Babu G R, 2013) His study on software professionals reported that74.3% reported that workers with high stressors had 6 times 
odds of having paid sex in last 3 months. His study revealed about the sexual behavior of the software professionals.  
6.(Mathew, 2013) The researcher discussed about the employeechallenges in Information Technology , workforce productivity is 
influenced by changing environment , it is inevitable to expect challenges out of such working conditions, later on such challenges 
becomes very important for better work environment, she concluded that employees are facing lot of challenges .  
7.(Dilshad, 2013) Their research was found that there exist a linkagesbetween Human resource practices and job satisfaction and 
motivation to employees,Non-Governmental organizations are not following and practicing al the HR practices in Pakistan.  
After going through above literature reviews including research journals,books, thesis and other websites I found that lot of research 
has been carried out on HR practices in different areas in different sectors like pharma, banking, tyre etc.Researchers focused in 
their area of interest, No one carried out research on comparative study except in Tyre industry. In IT sector they carried out re-
search related to HR practices either in one city like Bangalore, Chennai etc. But no one carried research on comparative study be-
tween Indian and foreign companies in IT sector so I feel there is a gap and I wish to carry out research to fill the gap. 
 
CHAPTER III  
PROFILE OF THE STUDY AREA   
 Information technology (IT) industry in India has played a key role in putting India on the global map. IT industry in India has been 
one of the most significant growth contributors for the Indian economy. The industry has played a significant role in transforming 
India’s image from a slow moving bureaucratic economy to a land of innovative entrepreneurs and a global player in providing 
world class technology solutions and business services. The industry has helped India transform from a rural and agriculture-based 
economy to a knowledge based economy.  
Information Technology has made possible information access at gigabit speeds. It has made  tremendous impact on the lives of 
millions of people who are poor, marginalized and living in rural and far flung topographies. Internet has made revolutionary chang-
es with possibilities of egovernment measures like e-health, e-education, e-agriculture, etc.  
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Today, whether its filing Income Tax returns or applying for passports online or railway e-ticketing, it just need few clicks of the 
mouse. India’s IT potential is on a steady march towards global competitiveness, improving defense capabilities and meeting up 
energy and environmental challenges amongst others.  
IT-ITeS sector in India, with the main focus on increasing technology adoption, and developing new delivery platforms, has aggre-
gated revenues of USD 88.1 billion in FY2011, while generating direct employment for over 2.5 million people. Out of 88.1 billion, 
export revenues   USD 59.4 billion in FY2011 while domestic revenues of about . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Government     
 After the economic reforms of 1991-92, major fiscal incentives provided by the Government of India and the State Governments, 
like, liberalization of external trade, elimination of duties on imports of information technology products, relaxation of controls on 
both inward and outward investments and foreign exchange, setting up of Export Oriented Units (EOU), Software Technology Parks 
(STP), and Special Economic Zones (SEZ), has enabled India to flourish and acquire a dominant position in world’s IT scenario.  
In order to alleviate and to promote Indian IT industry, the Government of India had set up a National Task Force on IT and Soft-
ware Development to examine the feasibility of strengthening the industry.   
High inflow of FDI in the IT sector is expected to continue in coming years. The inflow of huge volumes of FDI in the IT industry 
of India has not only boosted the industry but the entire Indian economy in recent years. Foreign direct investment (FDI) inflow rose 
by more than 100 per cent to US$ 4.66 billion in May 2011, up from US$ 2.21 billion a year ago, according to the latest data re-
leased by the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP). This is the highest monthly inflow in 39 months.  
Foreign technology induction is also encouraged both through FDI and through foreign technology collaboration agreements. India 
welcomes investors in Information Technology sector. Greater transparency in policies and procedures has made India an investor 
friendly platform. A foreign company can hold equity in Indian company’s upto 100%.  
The Government of India is also actively providing fiscal incentives and liberalizing norms for FDI and raising capital abroad. 
While the underlying theme of 2010 was that of steady recovery from recession, thanks to the accelerated recovery in emerging mar-
kets, worldwide spending in IT products . 
 
CHAPTER IV 
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS  
  
Market Growth and Segmentation of Indian IT-ITES Industry Out of different Industries in India, IT-ITES Industry is one of the 
quickest developing industry which had effectively recorded development of around 12-14% till the year 2016-17 and is relied upon 
to develop threefold the current market continuously 2025. Referencing about worldwide market, Indian IT-ITES comprises of 
12.3% out of which fare of IT-ITES items and administrations has significant offer and similar sums to 56.12% of complete IT 
sends out including a wide range of equipment too. The whole Indian IT-ITES market is portioned into four classifications ie IT 
Services, Business Process Management, Software Products and Engineering Services, and Hardware.   This huge pool of qualified 
talented labor force has empowered Indian IT organizations to assist customers with saving US$ 200 billion over the most recent 
five years. For around 640 seaward improvement communities have been created as of now serving for around 78 nations. The IT-
ITES area is assessed to extend at a CAGR of 9.5 % to US$ 300 billion by 2020.  
 Similar insights about Growth and area savvy separate of fare income .As normal CAGR from the year 2009 to 2016 records for 
13.5% and same is relied upon to develop by 9.5% constantly 2020. The area positions fourth in India's absolute FDI offer and rec-
ords for roughly 37% of all out Private Equity and Venture interests in the country.  
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Banking and Security firms absolute spending in IT-ITES is required to develop by 8.6% continuously 2017. India's business-to-
business (B2B) internet business market is required to arrive at US$ 700 billion by 2020 though the business-to-buyer (B2C) web 
based business market is relied upon to arrive at US$ 102 billion by 2020. IT-ITES market pioneer TCS had represented about 10.4 
% of India's all out IT and ITES area income in FY16. Five IT-ITES goliaths offer more than 25 % to the absolute business income, 
showing the market is genuinely cutthroat. The insights about the developing business sector size from FY10 to FY16.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER V  
FINDINGS, SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION  
FINDINGS:  
1.Advances in information technology (IT) are far from over, andsome of the biggest improvements in areas like artificial intelli-
gence (AI) are likely still to come. Improvements are expected in some areas and entirely new capabilities may emerge in others.  
2.These advances in technology will result in automation of some jobs,augmentation of workers’ abilities to perform others, and the 
creation of still others. The ultimate effects of information technology are determined not just by technical capabilities, but also by 
how the technology is used and how individuals, organizations, and policy makers prepare for or respond to associated shifts in the 
economic or social landscape.  
3.The recent increase in income inequality in the United States is due tomultiple forces, including advances in IT and its diffusion, 
globalization, and economic policy.  
4.IT is enabling new work relationships, including a new form of ondemand employment. Although current digital platforms for 
ondemand work directly involve less than 1 percent of the workforce, they display significant growth potential.  
5.As IT continues to complement or substitute for many work tasks,workers will require skills that increasingly emphasize creativi-
ty, adaptability, and interpersonal skills over routine information processing and manual tasks. The education system will need to 
adapt to prepare individuals for the changing labor market. At the same time, recent IT advances offer new and potentially more 
widely accessible ways to access education.  
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SUGGESTIONS:  
1.Prove your enthusiasm :  
Whether you come from a Computer Science background or not, it's vital to have hard evidence of your interest in computing. Join a 
computing club, learn a programming language (C++ and Java are particularly sought after), or build your own website (try Word-
Press).  
2.Sharpen your skills:  
Go along to an IT bootcamp (Microsoft run one, as do computer clubs) to not only show commitment and initiative, but also im-
prove your technical skills.  
3.Become a master communicator:  
One aspect stressed over and over again in the requirements for technology-orientated graduates is the importance of communica-
tions.  
4.Find the right environment for you:  
Learn about the working environments in different firms, depending on size, working arrangements, product focus and training op-
portunities. Armed with this information, you should be able to work out which environment suits you best .  
5.Keep your finger on the pulse :  
It's worth bearing in mind that a single change introduced on Facebook can revolutionise the entire social media sector. One update 
to a financial trading system can make the difference between a multi million dollar trade, or a multi million dollar loss  
 
CONCLUSION:  
Compensation Survey intends to fathom a broad assortment of present in various associations across over India and outfit them with 
a reference point on key spaces of HR, for instance, factor pay, increases, yearly whittling down rate and maintenance technique, 
and likely impending trends of HR. While doing this investigation, different real state of the different reference parts of the HR are 
surveyed based on the information that all were introduced by the relegated organizations, for example, Deloitte or KPMG Consult-
ing gathering of HR. In the wake of dissecting every single information particles especially, it was found by the writer that to hold 
the current workers of the organizations and furthermore to draw in remote gifted individuals, they are expanding the degree of year-
ly augmentation rate and the yearly factor pay rate, which shows that they are more worried towards the maintenance and drawing in 
of the current representatives and the new abilities into the association.  This all said situation is noticeable by the introduction of 
information of steady loss rate is diminishing from the current year to the following coming. This procedure of the organization for 
lessening the wearing down rate can be accepted structure the information that all are given by the actual organization to the looking 
over organization,   
i.e., for this situation is Deloitte and KPMGThis is likewise apparent that in the monetary year 2015-16, the organizations that were 
giving the protection to the representatives alongside their family including their folks was 37.9%. In any case, as the movement 
goes to the following year, it is additionally shown that the 55.6% of the complete organizations were offering the protection strate-
gy to the workers alongside their family including their particular guardians.   
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